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Abstract—Proper break taking during office work iss necessary
to prevent musculoskeletal disorders and reduce the risk of
heart disease. We present APOEW — an avatar for preventing
continuous office work without taking breaks. APOEW is a
system that uses a personalized robot avatar to encourage proper
break behaviour during office work. The avatar signals the
need for a break by stooping. The system was designed to be
unobtrusive and blend well with the office environment. The
avatars are customisable in order to enable users to design their
work environment freely. We conducted a user study where we
observed developers working in front of their computers next to
the avatar. Preliminary results indicate it has no negative impact
on the work environment and users are intrigued by the system.
Moreover, a survey on attitude to our concept reveals interesting
and positive feedback that will help to develop an APOEW system
further.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE SEDENTARY nature of office work is universally
recognised as detrimental to health [4]. Employees are
advised to take regular breaks as this results in benefits to
cardiovascular health. Yet, workers often forget about the
need for break for a variety of reasons. As digital artefacts
have already pervaded the work environment and users often
have multiple devices present on their desks, we propose
introducing an additional object that would remind workers
of taking regular breaks. APOEW (pronounced ape-oh) is
a humanoid physical avatar robot that alters its posture to
suggest a break is needed. We designed an avatar which can
easily integrate with the work environment and attempt at
persuading the user to take a break without disrupting the
work. Being a humanoid robot, it visualises possible negative
changes to the user’s posture if a proper break regime is not
followed. In the remainder of this paper, we present the past
work that motivated the creation of APOEW and describe the
design process of the avatar. We then provide details about
the implementation of the system and report on a preliminary
user study. This paper concludes with a discussion of future
directions for the design of tools that support proper posture
and break taking.
This work-in-progress paper contributes: (1) the design
and implementation of a persuasive physical avatar aimed at
promoting a proper break regime in office work and (2) initial
design insights for future work on personal avatars in office
spaces.
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II. R ELATED WORK
Personal avatars (both virtual and physical) have been used
for a variety of purposes such as remote collaboration [10]
or instant messaging [11]. Past research indicates that avatars
can have a persuasive effect and it has been observed in
virtual worlds [6]. Our work explores how physical avatars
may influence users and promote a particular behaviour. We
also build on the fuzzy avatar [3] concept (i.e. an avatar that
does not provide direct messages, but merely offers hints) and
thus explore ambiguity as a factor in persuasion.
Design interventions in workspaces have a long history in
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Our work is particularly
concerned with systems that attempt to change user behaviour
in the work environment and measure office activity. Miro [1]
informed office workers on the overall emotional climate in
the building. The Clouds [12] attempted at persuading users
to use the stairs instead of the lift. These works inspire our
research as they prove that introducing new artefacts to office
spaces can benefit the communities of office workers.
As we interpret APOEW as a system that addresses the
domain of designing persuasive technology [2], our work
is highly influenced by past achievements in this domain.
Nakajima et al. [9] used persuasive technology successfully
to promote healthy habits such as brushing teeth. Hong et
al. [7] addressed posture issues while working with computers
through a flower-shaped avatar, which provided real-time
feedback. A similar approach can be found in [14], where an
abstract shape of avatar is designed to reflect human behaviour.
Morris et al. [8] investigated how proper break behaviour
may be elicited by encouraging hands-free interactions during
breaks. Haller et al. [5] used a sensor chair to provide posture
feedback through digital and physical means. Also [13]
addressed the problem of sedentary lifestyle, but with the use
of an ambient display. APOEW is interestingly different from
the above past work as it uses a partly ambiguous physical
avatar and its feedback is based on cumulative data.
III. D ESIGN
Our design work was influenced by personal avatars described in past work as well as previous deployments of
interactive technologies in office spaces. We imagined a scenario where an office worker could place a humanoid robot
on their desk. The avatar would be personalisable in order
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to make it blend well with the rest of the office space and
add a personal touch to the desk. In spaces where desks are
assigned dynamically, it could function as an easy way to make
the space cosier. Continuous, accumulated avoiding of the
necessary breaks would result in APOEW stooping. It would
also use audio output in extreme cases when a break is really
needed. While audio output is bound to cause a distraction, we
reckoned that actively refusing to take break must be prevented
using more direct means. This action would serve as a direct
persuasive factor to suggest a break is much needed. Fig.1
presents the design of APOEW in the form of design sketches.
Our system also explores ambiguity as resource for design.
We aimed for APOEW to provide persuasive cues that are not
obvious and do not simply impose particular behaviours on
the user. We decided to use a humanoid robot as we believed
it would make the user reflect on the long-term effects of
not taking regular breaks during office work. Customisable
clothing would enable the user to make the desk space more
personal. We aimed for making it possible for the user to
have the avatar represent them. This would potentially trigger
additional reflection potential. Furthermore, we enabled the
user to notify the system of actually taking a break by pressing
a button on the back of the robot. As the robot was designed
to stand next to the computer screen, this would require
some movement, perhaps prompting a break, even if the user
intended to cheat the system. As our design goal was reflection
and realising the importance of break taking, we opted for
selfmonitoring instead of an elaborate activity sensing system.

Fig. 1. Conceptual sketches for APOEW: (a) A personal avatar on an office
desk. (b) APOEW suggests that a break is need by adjusting its posture. (c)
A notification sound is played when the user excessively refuses to take a
break. (d) A personalised version of APOEW featuring custom clothing.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
APOEW was implemented iteratively and two major research prototypes were studied so far. First one was prototyped
with the Lego Mindstorms NXT robotics set. There were two
robots programmed using Java for the initial user study of
the system. This prototype employed a single NXT controller,
´intelligent bricks´, based on 32-bit Atmel AT91SAM7S256
main microcontroller (with 256 KB flash memory and 64 KB
of RAM). The robot was additionally equipped with a custom
’backpack’ with the RaspberryPi and dedicated speakers, so
that the robot could play sounds of higher quality than
those provided by the NXT platform and produce synthesised
speech. Three motors and two touch sensors were used to
move the humanoid body, allow it to stoop and facilitate
user input. Custom-made clothing was made for the robot
using paper and cloth. Fig. 2 depicts the constructed and
programmed humanoid robot next to a programmer at work.
A schedule for changing the avatars posture according to
continuous work time was implemented. The robot would
move slightly after 50 minutes without a break to signal
that a work cycle was about to end. A more significant
movement informed about a full cycle ending, after 55 minutes
of work. After 65 minutes, the posture of the robot changed
significantly and, after 75 minutes, sounds were produced.
These effects were even stronger if the worker was skipping
multiple breaks during a day.

Fig. 2. The first implementation of APOEW. Note the custom clothing of the
robot. APOEW is placed next to the computer screen so that interacting with
the robot requires movement.

V. I NITIAL EVALUATION
We conducted a preliminary user study to assess the effectiveness of APOEW, verify the design assumptions and
investigate the user experience created by the avatar.
APOEW was deployed in a controlled office environment.
Four office workers (two developers and two graphic designers) from a local IT company were recruited for the
study that lasted for three days. As work behaviour data was
being gathered, a detailed privacy policy was presented and
explained to the participants. We monitored two workers at a
time using a video camera. A total of 96 hours of video was
recorded (4 workers x 3 days x 8 hours). The first day of the
study was used as a sample workday for comparison purposes.
APOEW was introduced to the office space on day two. After
the conclusion of the study, we performed semistructured
interviews with the participants.
Three researchers performed independent qualitative analysis of the video and interview material. A joint discussion
session was then held and observations were made. The
introduction of the avatars to the office space drew attention
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Fig. 5. The changes in the Avatar posture during the planned period.

Fig. 3. An in-situ picture of the preliminary user study. Two IT professionals
are performing their regular work with two APOEW (circled in red) units
standing next to their screens. Four users spent a total of eight days working
with APOEW.

Fig. 4. The implementation of chair sensor during a second study - a Bioloid
robot during the study on the left-hand side. Prototype sensors on the chair
on the right-hand side.

of the participants. They were intrigued by APOEW and
immediately started discussing its purpose. The participants
quickly proceeded to personalize the robots on their desks, by
adding features related to hobbies or favourite movies. The
extra attention generated by APOEW suggests that our future
work should concentrate on a long-term study of the system
where the novelty effect of APOEW will be minimised. This is
why this work-in-progress paper does not report quantitative
data on the break taking behaviour of the participants. We
also noted that the implementation of the prototype needs
improvements — the noises generated by the servomotors may
cause unintended distractions.
The next study was conducted using Bioloid robots and a
prototype of a fully functional, yet not final, version of the
system, i.e. we also prepared a set of sensors to be roughly
mounted on top of chairs - on-top both of the seat and back of
the chair. Such a design was to provide the automatic control
of the system since the sensors were supposed to communicate
the fact of the chair being released by the user and for how
long, as well to trigger the APEOW procedure for persuasion
if the chair is eventually not empty for a least 5 minutes.
However, due to communication problems we were not able
to conduct a proper study at that time. Fig. 4 shows the robot
during the study with a Bioloid design (left-hand side of the
picture) and a sensors prototype shown on the top: seat and
back of an office chair. 2 Workers were monitored by 2 days
each that gives in total 32 hours of this second design test.
In the interviews, users expressed their satisfaction at the

fact the work environment became more attractive with the
introduction of APOEW:
I really like this little fella. His bright clothing makes the
office cosier.
The participants also wondered what would be the longterm effects of the system and suggested alternative uses or
even peer pressure:
I’d like to see what happens when he stays here longer. I
could also use this to see how in fact my friend is working or
even pressure him to take a break through my avatar. And, I
can dress him as Iron Man.
Overall, we can conclude that APOEW can potentially be
integrated into an office environment and users are willing
to consider the possibility of introducing personal avatars to
their workspace. Privacy is a concern and we will aim to
address that issue in future work. Further studies are required
to measure the persuasive effect of APOEW.
In order to conduct further development of the project
a survey was conducted to gain broader knowledge about
the attitude towards the proposed concept. Fig. 5 shows the
sequence of photos illustrating the consecutive phases of the
APEOW persuasive movement.
N=198 people responded to our survey including 41.4%
women and 58.6% men. 47% working, 27.3% working and
studying, 23.2% studying and 2.5% unemployed or retired.
47.2% of workers are employed in big companies related to
IT business (1000+ employees). Results of the survey revealed
that 59.6% declare that they do or try to do periodic breaks
from sitting work while most of people (between 68.9% to
88.6% depending on the issue inquired) shown great concern
about possible negative results of refraining from conducting
these breaks. Feedback shown that majority of respondents
express their positive attitude towards the concept as the
following data show: Idea assessment: 58% positive vs. 21.2%
negative and 20.8% neutral. Anticipated efficiency: 41.4%
positive vs 26.8% negative and 31.8% neutral. Possible interfering with the work expected: 31.8% confirm vs. 43.4% not
agree and 23.8% neutral. Expected deterioration of the work
conducted: 16.6% confirm vs. 67.2% not agree and 16.2%
neutral. As one can see from these numbers the APEOW
concept was warmly welcomed by the respondents with more
then half supporting the main idea and only nearly one fifth
being explicitly against it. One third of users see potential
interference with the work conducted positive generally but at
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the same time only about 17% foresee substantial disruption of
the work and more than 67% not anticipating any significant
issues with it. Another interesting results show possible ideas
for how the proposed APEOW concept could work: Conviction of possibility to modify the look of the APEOW may
strengthen its impact: Agree 36.4% vs 33.9% disagree and
29.7% not sure. Willing to personalize own APEOW: 60.6%
by look: 38% using sound/voice: 27.2% adjusting the workbreak intervals: 77.8% other changes in persuasive behaviour
procedure, etc.: 61%. On the other hand, respondents think
the following features would diminish the efficiency of the
APEOW: personalisation: 11%, sound/voice emission: 73.2%.
Lastly, users answered questions related to anticipated adoption of the APEOW in the workplace and the results show that
most of employers are expected to accept the proposed concept
in their offices. 51% respondents declared it explicitly, 29.3%
said they would probably accept it vs. 5% disapprove at all
and 13.1% rather disapprove.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the design, implementation and initial
evaluation of APOEW; a persuasive physical personal avatar
that helps uses maintain a proper work break regime. The
avatar was designed to integrate well with an office environment and offer personalisation features. We explored how a
humanoid robot can trigger personal reflection in users. An
initial user study with four participants working for three days
showed that the robot gained that attention of the users and
may have had impact on the workers work regime. The results
also indicate that feedback forms require further investigation
as privacy concerns were raised.
In the near future, we aim to improve the prototype by
conducting further studies. We also aim to develop new interactions with the environment, e.g. the robot could make use
of user’s eye movements [15] or hand movements [16]. First,
we aim to compare different types of posture, personalisation
options and other output parameters and their effectiveness
on altering break regimes. Next, we plan to run a longterm in-the-wild study that will verify the effectiveness of our
approach.
In the larger picture, given the rapid advancement of
robotics, we believe that HCI should address the role personal
physical avatars can play in future everyday spaces. Our work
explores only a fragment of what personal avatars may offer.
We wonder how systems similar to APOEW can be used
not only as persuasive technology, but also whether they can
improve workflows, communication or social relationships. We
hope that our work will inspire further inquiries into how
physical avatars can be integrated in the computing landscape.
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